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Résumé. 2014 En partant des propriétés d’une structure de réseau nerveux à inhibitions latérales récurrentes, on
définit un nouvel algorithme de traitement non linéaire d’images. Par le choix convenable des paramètres du
réseau, on obtient, après un premier effet de lissage, soit une amélioration de contraste, soit un échantillonnage
spatial s’adaptant aux singularités de la forme traitée.

Abstract. 2014 Starting from the properties of a neural network with backward lateral inhibitions, we define a new
algorithm suitable for non-linear image processing. From a convenient choice of the network parameters we
obtain, after an initial smoothing effect, either a sharpening effect, or a spatial sampling adapted to the singularities
of the input pattern.
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Structures with so called backward lateral inhibitions,
are present in the whole circuitry of the central nervous
system, specially in the cerebral cortex [1]. As physio-
logists have observed in their behaviour the existence
of contrast enhancement functions, we have been
interested in studying these structures by means of
mathematical models, in order to investigate their
information processing properties. We have pointed
out not only a contrast enhancement function but
also a spatial sampling effect [2, 3], following an
initial smoothing effect [10].
We present here some applications of these pro-

perties in image preprocessing suitable for optical
reading [4, 5].

1. Neuron model and lateral inhibition network. -

THE NEURON. - A very simple analog of the neural
function is that which represents the nervous infor-
mation by the frequency of spikes, i.e. a continuously
varying signal.

In this model, the neuron is a non-linear device
with excitating et and inhibiting e; inputs (dendrites),
generating output spikes (on the axone) at a frequency
s: 

,

with the following restrictions :
S = 0 if the right hand part is negative or zero.
S = Sat if the right hand part is greater than or

equal to Sa, (Saturation frequency of spikes).

In equation (1), a~ and f3k are positive weighting
coefficients, A is the gain in the linear region, s the
threshold.

THE BIDIMENSIONAL NETWORK WITH BACKWARD
LATERAL INHIBITIONS. - In such a net, neurons, in
the manner of pyramidal cells of cerebral cortex,
are connected according to the scheme of figure 1.

One can see :

~ an input plane for the excitation function E(m, n),
~ a processing plane ~(~, n),
~ an output plane for the output signal S(m, n).
Simulating the network by digital computing,

we represent the input and output plane by

Fig. 1. - Schematic representation of a nerve net with lateral
inhibitions. Each circle represents the neural operator. -+ excitating
inputs, 2013) inhibiting inputs.
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32 x 32 matrices, and the processing plane by the
resolution of a system of 1 024 equations such as :

with the following restrictions :

for m, n E [0, 31].
In equation (2), (a, a’) and (b, b’) are the boundaries

of definition of the positive weighting coefficients

o~, j) and ~3(k, 1).
Because of the non-linearity of the neural function,

this structure although identical to those of digital
recursive filters, cannot be dealt by the usual
methods [8, 9].
The derived image processing algorithm exhibits

peculiar properties which we now describe.

2. Image processing applications. - Equation (2)
describes two fundamental effects which are as well
known in neurophysiology as in signal process-

ing [6, 7, 8].

1) A smoothing effect, due to the sum of the terms
a(i, j) E(m - i, n - j) which defines a spatial low-pass
filter.

2) A sharpening effect, due to the feedback operat-
ing sum of ~3(k, 1) S(m - k, n - 1) which defines
a spatial high pass filter.

By acting on the gain A of the neurons, it is possible
either to control the sharpening effect, or bring the
system towards instability. In this case, the neuron’s
non linearities shortcut the output amplitude.
The distribution of maximums of outputs S(m, n)

is fitted on the discontinuities of the input pattern in
accordance with the periodicity induced by the lateral
inhibitions. The result is a sort of spatial sampling
of the input pattern, always fitted on its singularities ;
the sampling rate, first defined by the structure of
the net adjusts itself to the dimension of the input
pattern.
We illustrate these properties for two examples :
~ Figure 2 displays the response of the net to an

input E(m, n) = 1 V m, n E [5, 25]. Outputs Sl, S2, S3
corresponding to gain A = 5, 10, 30, show the beha-
viour of a net in which the domain of lateral inhibitions
exceeds that of the excitation. For low gain, the shar-
pening effect dominates the other effects ; for high
gains the sampling effect appears.

~ Figure 3 illustrates a concrete application of this
algorithm to pattern functions of alphanumeric
characters. We expressly chose characters « 2 » and
«Z », frequently mistaken in pattern recognition
devices (Fig. 3a).

Fig. 2. - Behaviour of a net with lateral inhibitions in presence
of a uniform valued input. E : input pattern, 81 : output function
with A = 5, SZ : with A = 10, S3 : with A = 30.

Fig. 3. - Application to processing of alphanumeric characters,
a) input pattern, b) result with A = 1 (smoothing), c) result with
A = 30 (spatial sampling).
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Responses are quantized on two levels in order to
facilitate their display.

Figure 3b (A = 1) shows the smoothing effect,
isolated points are cancelled, voids are filled. Here, the
sharpening effect is not observable because of the two
level quantization.

Figure 3c (A = 30) shows the sampling effect.
After this processing, alphanumeric characters are
depicted by a low number of clustered points, without
any loss of structural information due to the fact that
the clusters are always centred on characteristic

regions of the pattern (line ends, changes of

direction...). The redundancy is noticeably reduced.

3. Conclusion. - Unlike classical processes in

which, smoothing, sharpening and sampling func-
tions [9] are realized with specific operators, our
method allows the choice between these functions
or combinations of them, by means of only one
control parameter of a single algorithm. As for
the cortical nervous structure, this method operates
a recursive and non linear processing. Moreover,
the sampling effect is a specific property of this algo-
rithm and when applied to images, whose meaning
lies in the structural content (such as alphanumeric
characters), it provides a description by a minimum
set of samples preserving the useful information for
recognition.
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